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The automation of protein structure determination using

NMR is coming of age. The tedious processes of resonance

assignment, followed by assignment of NOE (nuclear

Overhauser enhancement) interactions (now intertwined with

structure calculation), assembly of input files for structure

calculation, intermediate analyses of incorrect assignments

and bad input data, and finally structure validation are all

being automated with sophisticated software tools. The

robustness of the different approaches continues to deal

with problems of completeness and uniqueness; nevertheless,

the future is very bright for automation of NMR structure

generation to approach the levels found in X-ray

crystallography. Currently, near completely automated

structure determination is possible for small proteins, and

the prospect for medium-sized and large proteins is good.
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Introduction
NMR is a prodigious technique that has impacted all

aspects of protein structure investigations, even X-ray

crystallography, whose structural targets may be selected

and refined using NMR spectral properties. The avail-

ability of solution structures of proteins cannot be under-

estimated, even in cases in which crystal structures exist.

The basic process of structure determination by NMR has

not changed [1��], and includes distinct steps of data

collection, data processing, peak picking and editing,
ncedirect.com
resonance assignment, structural parameter assignment

and calibration, structure calculation and, finally, struc-

ture validation. Initially, these analyses were done inter-

actively, directed by human expertise. Automation of

these time-consuming processes is hampered by the

wealth of different information obtained from NMR

spectra, and by the continued creativity of experimental-

ists in devising new approaches to separate and measure

these parameters. Recent examples include residual dipo-

lar couplings (RDCs) [2] and pseudocontact shifts (PCSs)

[3–5]. RDCs provide global, orientational restraints for

bond vectors, and PCSs provide both orientational and

long-range translational restraints for paramagnetic HN

(or methyl-1H, 15N or 13C atoms) vectors relative to a

molecular coordinate system. New experimental re-

straints also include hydrogen bonds experimentally

derived from trans-hydrogen bond scalar couplings, as

well as isotope-directed sets of limited nuclear Over-

hauser enhancements (NOEs) [6�]. Regardless of the

specific techniques used (specific labeling schemes or

specialized pulse sequences), resonance assignment,

restraint generation and structure calculation require par-

sing sets of numbers, multiply correlated in largely

expected ways. Successful automation, then, comes down

to designing the right tools to correlate, evaluate and

properly utilize this data.

There is a critical need for data management, archiving

and mining. The interchangeability of data, both raw

unprocessed data and intermediate results, between soft-

ware packages must be addressed before the goal of

complete automation can be realized. The NMR com-

munity has not reached the same level of consensus in

this area as the crystallographic community [7]. The

CCPN project [8] has proposed a new all-encompassing

data model, although acceptance has not been rapid. In

the interim, the NMR-STAR format of the BioMagRes-

Bank (BMRB; http://www.bmrb.wisc.edu) is the primary

program-independent data format. Cross-validation and

comparison of automated procedures will be greatly

facilitated by improved data exchange facilities. Two

substantive efforts at developing a process-wide data

management system have been reported [9,10]. These

management systems will not be reviewed here; however,

it is important to note that such efforts are underway.

Each system has substantial requirements for computer

resources and/or commercial licenses of relational data-

base engines; nevertheless, such efforts are crucial to

streamlining the overall process.

In this Opinion, we will address the recent developments

in data collection that may significantly impact automa-
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tion, the status of data processing and need for improved

automated peak picking facilities, and the current

approaches and requirements for automated resonance

assignment. The area of automated structure determina-

tion that has received the greatest attention in recent

years is the structure calculation procedure; we will

summarize recent developments for the several available

packages.

Data collection
The collection of triple-resonance, multidimensional

NMR spectra for structure determination is driven by

the need to achieve the highest level of completeness in

resonance assignment. Even in larger proteins, for which

deuteration is employed, the level of completeness is still

pertinent to all sites for which a structural restraint can be

determined, including RDCs, PCSs, chemical-shift-

based torsion angles, NOEs and so on. A key bottleneck

in this process is the lengthy time required to collect all of

the raw data. Two significant developments have

impacted the time requirement for data collection. First,

the dramatic increase in sensitivity achieved by cryogenic

NMR probes can greatly reduce the time required to

collect conventional data sets. This sensitivity gain is

universal, enhancing all data collection methods. Regret-

tably, this may represent the last dramatic sensitivity gain

in NMR for some time. Therefore, further gains must be

obtained in other aspects of data collection. The second

significant development is a progression of ideas that

challenge the traditional linear sampling and Fourier

analysis of multidimensional NMR spectra [11��]. An

early approach to speeding up data collection was to

employ non-linear data sampling in the indirect dimen-

sions, coupled with maximum entropy data processing

[12]. This idea has been superseded by the general

approach of reduced dimensionality (RD) experiments,

pioneered by Szyperski with significant contributions

from Marion and Gronenborn (see Kim and Szyperski

for a discussion [13]). The RD experiments permit the

shortening of data acquisition times by combining the

chemical shift evolution of two indirect dimensions into

one. The experiments adhere to linear sampling of all

frequency dimensions and gain time by reducing the

dimensionality from four to three dimensional, or three

to two dimensional. The concept was extended by intro-

ducing the idea of joint evolution of two indirect dimen-

sions and the acquired data was unraveled using a

G-matrix Fourier transformation (GFT) [13,14��]. This

concept is very powerful and provides the potential to

remove spectral overlap by obtaining higher dimension-

ality spectra in a significantly reduced time [15], yielding

a precise frequency list that is suitable for automated

resonance assignment. Recently, the concept of joint time

evolution has been extended and combined with the early

imaging principles of projection reconstruction (PR) [16]

to enable the very efficient acquisition of multidimen-

sional spectra, with high resolution in all indirect dimen-
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sions, and permit the reconstruction of conventional-

format NMR spectra [17�,18�,19,20]. The PR method

has been generalized and applied to a five-dimensional

experiment that was recorded in only 100 min [21��]. The

PR methods provide spectral data in a conventional

format, enabling the use of all existing spectral analysis

tools. This feature may be crucial to recognition of

artifacts, beneficial to validation of the methods, and to

development of automated analysis procedures. Coupled

with hardware improvements, these methods may reduce

the time required to collect all of the resonance assign-

ment data to 1–2 days, or less.

Data processing and peak picking
After data collection, the processing of data into fre-

quency domain spectra is rather straightforward and,

for Fourier analyses, the tools have evolved over time.

In the context of automation, Montelione and co-workers

illustrate one approach in their AutoProc program [22],

which acts as an interface for NMRPipe [23], generating

processing scripts based on acquisition parameters that

accompany the data. The same principles could be

applied to other script-driven processing packages. The

new GFT and PR methods require additional processing

beyond the standard analysis of the acquired two-dimen-

sional planes, and it is anticipated that this software,

which is currently available from the original authors,

will be incorporated into the standard processing

packages.

Peak picking remains a tricky problem for automation.

The critical issues are overlap of resonances, the presence

of spectral artifacts and determination of peak thresholds

in spectra with a wide range of intensities, as is often

observed in NOE spectroscopy (NOESY) spectra. There

are several different approaches to peak picking and these

have been recently reviewed [1��]. Two recent develop-

ments should provide software developers with tools to

improve peak picking. First, the ability to lift degeneracy

by increasing dimensionality via GFT and PR methods

will permit testing of algorithms in correlation spectra.

Secondly, the PASD algorithm for structure calculation

(see below) is capable of dealing with the very large

amount of erroneous data that could arise from poor

automated peak picking. The algorithm identifies the

bad data, thus providing a means of monitoring and

refining the automated peak-picking procedures. In addi-

tion, the ATNOS program, discussed below, combines

peak identification and assignment iteratively with struc-

ture calculation, again with the aim of eliminating the

effects of poorly picked data.

Automated resonance assignment
The process of automated resonance assignment has been

evolving for several years. The correctness and complete-

ness of the assignment table are critical to the success of

automated NOE assignment and structure calculation
www.sciencedirect.com
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(see below). There are several packages available (see

related reviews and discussions [1��,24,25�,26��]). The

general principle is to automate the rule-based approach

that an expert would use to assign a series of related

multidimensional spectra. The nature of requiring a

specific set of experiments inherently refers back to an

overall data management protocol for complete automa-

tion. The rules programmed are clearly dependent on the

list of spectra required by the package, with limited

options for different experiments. Successful assignment

relies on observation of all expected resonances within

the spectra, as well as the degree of resonance overlap.

Automation of backbone resonance assignments is more

straightforward than automated sidechain assignments;

however, progress is being made [1��,27�]. Although there

have been some impressive demonstrations, there

remains a general consensus that the automated proce-

dures are a good starting point, but still require some

manual assignment and verification. This premise forms

the basis of script-driven tools for interactive analysis

software packages, such as ANSIG, XEASY, Sparky

and NMRView. A good example of a semi-automated

package is Smartnotebook [25�]. A recent software pack-

age, AVS [28], performs a careful statistical and connec-

tivity check of assignments based on known data within

the BMRB. This package operates on standard NMR-

STAR files, and should be useful to validate both manual

and automated assignment lists. The potential exists to

improve automated assignment methods through

improved resolution of high-dimensional PR spectra.

The completeness may be positively impacted by the

improved sensitivity of cryogenic probes; however, it is

probable that gaps and miss-assignments will persist in

many cases, and must be screened carefully.

Generation of constraints for non-NOE data
Secondary structure analysis and torsion angle constraints

come directly from the automated assignment phase by

linking to programs such as TALOS [29] and HYPER

[30]. The AutoStructure [31�] program uses pattern ana-

lysis of specific secondary structure NOE contacts, in

addition to chemical shifts, scalar coupling constants

and slow amide proton exchange data, to generate dihe-

dral angle and hydrogen bond restraints, as well as dis-

tance restraints. Newer structural restraints, such RDCs,

have been used in some instances with automated struc-

ture calculations by inclusion as an additional external

restraint file. Some tools are beginning to appear (e.g. the

ipap.tcl script in the NMRPipe package) that enable rapid

generation of these tables of RDCs based on known

resonance assignments. These tools can easily be adapted

to provide similar functionality for PCSs.

NOESY restraint parsing and structure
calculation
Several programs were published in the late 1990s for

automated or semi-automated structure calculation
www.sciencedirect.com
using NMR data. Most of these programs have been

described and reviewed previously [1��,24,26��]. The

recent improvements to many of these will be highlighted

briefly here.

Two recent reports explore the use of deuteration and the

limits of the amount of data necessary for an accurate

structure determination, as well as which types of data are

most facile to automation. The AutoStructure [31�] pro-

gram was used to demonstrate that medium-resolution

structures can be automatically assigned and calculated

quickly for systems with limited NOE data (e.g. from

partially deuterated proteins) [6�]. Modifications were

made to AutoAssign to include spin system type assign-

ments (STACs) and the distances used in AutoStructure

were adjusted for the longer mixing times used with

NOESY spectra of deuterated proteins. In a related

demonstration [32], the NOAH/DIAMOD suite was

used to determine a minimal data set required for accu-

rate fold determination. Improvements to the automation

of NOAH were also introduced in this paper and a new

graphical user interface (GUI) to NOAH was recently

announced [33].

The most recent version of ARIA [34,35] incorporates a

correction for spin diffusion using relaxation matrix anal-

ysis [36�]. ARIA includes a quick method to calculate the

NOE matrix from an ensemble of structures, for which

most off-diagonal elements are close to zero. A distance

cut-off derived from the ensemble is used to determine

which elements are sufficiently small to be set to zero,

thereby reducing the number of matrix elements calcu-

lated. To accommodate spin diffusion, the cut-off criteria

are tailored to expected spin diffusion pathways for one or

two intervening spins. The distance corrections are cal-

culated from the ratio between the calculated volume and

the isolated spin pair approximate volume. An option to

do the final refinement in explicit water [37] is fully

integrated into the current version of ARIA.

The programs CLOUDS, SPI and BACUS [38��,39,40]

define a new method for automated protein structure

determination using NMR data that can be categorized,

more or less, as an ‘assignment-free’ approach. By

grouping resonances into connected spin systems,

unambiguous NOE identities can be accomplished in

an automated manner. Bayesian inference is used to

obtain the likelihood of backbone interatomic distances,

which is then combined with chemical shifts to calculate

probabilities of sequential connectivity. The fundamen-

tal concept is that the local environment is restricted, as

it is mostly constrained by covalent bonds encoded in

the J-connectivities of correlation spectroscopy/total

correlation spectroscopy (COSY/TOCSY)-type spectra.

For example, if two protons are close to each other, the

rest of their J-coupled or NOE-linked spin systems are

also likely to occur within the local neighborhood; this
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2004, 14:547–553
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can be used to modify the cross-peak matching prob-

abilities. Quantification of spin system matching prob-

abilities is done using Bayesian inference with

systematic tracking of the likelihood of each grouping

hypothesis. BACUS automatically establishes probabil-

istic identities of NOESY cross-peaks in terms of che-

mical shifts provided by SPI.

CANDID [41] carries out multiple cycles of iterative

cross-peak assignment and structure calculation using

the torsion angle dynamics program DYANA. CANDID

uses network anchoring and constraint combination to

obtain a correct de novo fold in the first cycle. Network

anchoring is based on the premise that any network of

correct NOE cross-peak assignments forms a self-consis-

tent subset in an overall set of distance constraints that is

sufficiently dense to determine a three-dimensional pro-

tein structure. The generalized relative contribution is

determined from chemical shift tolerance, cross-peak

symmetry, covalent structure compatibility, and the con-

vergence of network anchoring and three-dimensional

structure compatibility. Constraint combination is des-

igned to reduce the impact of artifactual NOE upper

distance constraints by combining assignments for two or

several peaks into a single (virtual) upper limit distance

constraint; this lowers the probability that an artifact peak

will influence the output of the structure calculation.

ATNOS [42] incorporates analysis of the raw NOESY

data into the automated structure calculation, and pro-

vides feedback between the protein structure, NOE

assignments and experimental NOESY spectra. RADAR

is a very recent package that combines and tightly merges

both CANDID and ATNOS. More information on

RADAR should be available soon.

Another method was recently published, PASD [43��],
that uses a probabilistic method to automatically calculate

high-resolution structures from data in which as much as

80% of the long-range NOE assignments are incorrect

(i.e. that were assigned automatically by matching NOE

peaks to a chemical shift list). In PASD, the NOE assign-

ments are not dependent on the structure from the

previous cycle, therefore reducing the chance that the

automated assignments and structure calculation are fun-

neled down the wrong path from an incorrect global fold.

The algorithm is designed to be error tolerant and incor-

porates three main features: first, the restraints are repre-

sented as a linear function, which maximizes the number

of restraints that are simultaneously satisfied during sim-

ulated annealing; second, the algorithm avoids local

minima from multiple possible assignments for an

NOE by treating each one separately; and third, prob-

abilistic inactivation and reactivation of all NOE

restraints, such that no restraints are permanently

removed from the calculation. The decision to turn a

restraint on or off is evaluated randomly and a large

number of evaluations are required for adequate sam-
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2004, 14:547–553
pling, resulting in simple probabilities to assess the final

assignments.

Assignment completeness and chemical
shift tolerances
All programs, except for CLOUDS/BACUS, require a

resonance assignment list. The precision and accuracy

of the resonance assignments, and the assignment com-

pleteness are critical. The precision of the assignments is

rooted in the consistency of experimental set-up and

control during data acquisition to ensure accurate chemi-

cal shift referencing and registration across a large number

of multidimensional experiments [1��]. Assignment using

a database analysis of all occurrences of each chemical

shift across the entire set of spectra is a useful approach

to assessing the experimental tolerances. Automated

NOESY cross-peak assignment is dependent on both

the precision (or tolerances) of the chemical shift assign-

ments and the completeness. The assignment complete-

ness that is required has been examined using an

experimental data set with randomly excluded restraints

[44�]. Up to 10% of the assignments could be excluded

without deleterious effect on the resultant structures,

provided heteronuclear data were used. The requirement

for 90% assignment completeness is contrasted with the

assignment completeness of NOESY spectra, for which

up to 50% of the NOESY cross-peaks could be excluded

without compromising the structures. The affect of

incomplete assignment of aromatic residues, however,

can be much more dramatic. Exclusion of all aromatic

assignments for a protein, constituting only 6% of the

total, resulted in 2 Å rmsd from the reference structure.

However, when 20% (1.6% overall) of the aromatic resi-

dues were omitted for another protein, significant struc-

tural deviations occurred.

Hence, the effect of incomplete NOESY assignments

depends on the role of the missing residues in establish-

ing the architecture of the protein. A priori, it is not

possible to predict the impact of completeness and all

efforts should be made to improve resonance assignment

completeness. Naturally, this includes sidechain assign-

ments and places increased significance on the accuracy

of automated assignment tools. Mapping NOESY cross-

peak frequencies with those from the assignment list

creates the initial list of NOESY assignments. Hence,

the chemical shift tolerances used dramatically affect the

output list of possible NOESY restraints. If the tolerance

placed on the cross-peak assignments for a given spec-

trum is too tight, incorrect assignments can result, as well

as missed assignments. Tolerances that are too loose result

in restraints with an excessive level of ambiguity that must

be filtered out by the structure calculation protocols.

Future advances will combine improvements in assign-

ment completeness and precision with improvements in

the robustness of calculation protocols to manage ambig-

uous and erroneous NOESY assignments [43��].
www.sciencedirect.com
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Extent of automation
The extent to which these programs are automated varies

from mostly automated, beginning with data processing

through to structure calculation, to programs that are

automated only to the extent of performing a specific

task. In practice, the resultant assignments and calculated

structures from automated programs should be analyzed,

at least to some extent, by the user, as wide variation in

spectral results from different proteins ensures that no

method will work equally well with every system. In

addition, most programs require some manual input, by

inspection, data conversion or modification of program

run-time parameters. Automated structures from all of the

programs can be improved by refinement with other data

(e.g. RDCs) or inclusion of explicit solvent. The most

comprehensively automated program suite to date is

AutoProc/AutoAssign/AutoStructure, which creates a pro-

ject flow from data processing to sequential assignment

and structure calculation, including streamlined input/

output of data to and from a variety of data formats.

Sidechain assignments, however, are not yet automated

in this package. The ARIA program is highly automated

once sequential assignments have been completed, and

has a browser-driven user-friendly interface with input

script generation and analysis scripts. ARIA also includes

an interface to several interactive assignment programs to

facilitate inspection during the assignment and structure

calculation process. The programs NOAH [32,45,46] and

SANE [47] both assign cross-peak lists from NOESY

spectra using a chemical shift list, generate restraints

and then parse these restraints iteratively using pre-

viously calculated structures. NOAH has recently been

updated to more extensively automate this process, by

reducing the number of user-supplied parameters and

optimizing for combinations of two- and three-dimen-

sional spectra. The CANDID/ATNOS suite is highly

automated, again, once a sequential assignment list has

been completed. It is unique in combining NOESY peak

picking and assignment with iterative structure calcula-

tions, with the inclusion of extensive filters and algo-

rithms to validate the cross-peaks. The newest program,
Table 1

Summary of programs for automated structure calculation.

Program References MD engine Utility

ARIA [34,35,36�,37] CNS XPLOR Ambig

iterativ

AutoStructure [28,31�] XPLOR CNS DYANA NOE, t

assign

BACUS/CLOUDS [38��,39,40] NOESY

CANDID/ATNOS [41,42] DYANA NOESY

iterativ

NOAH [32,33] DIAMOD DIANA NOESY

iterativ

SANE [47] AMBER DYANA NOESY

PASD [43��] XPLOR-NIH Probab

MD, molecular dynamics.

www.sciencedirect.com
PASD, in its current form, parses the list of possible

NOESY restraints and calculates structures in three

iterations.

The assumptions behind and approaches to automated

structure calculation vary among the currently published

methods. Most programs rely on a good global fold in the

first or second iteration to guide the remaining assign-

ments (ARIA, NOAH, SANE, CANDID and AutoStruc-

ture); however, BACUS and PASD do not. CANDID,

PASD and CLOUDS/BACUS assume that incorrect

restraint assignments are random and do not lead to

self-consistency, whereas ARIA assumes errors are corre-

lated. ARIA assumes that many NOE cross-peaks will

have multiple contributions based on assignment toler-

ances (ambiguity), whereas the PASD method assumes a

given NOE cross-peak arises from a single interaction,

which can have multiple assignments. The two algo-

rithms differ in how the multiple assignments are treated

during the calculation, and each program provides tools

for analyzing the final assignments or likelihood of assign-

ments, respectively. CANDID does not fare well with

large amounts of incorrect data (poorly picked), but does

perform well using limited NOE data. PASD is robust to

large amounts of incorrect cross-peaks; however, there is a

computational cost for extensive statistical sampling. The

next step for automation of structure calculations using

NMR data can focus on improvements in generating

NOE peak lists (data sampling, assignment complete-

ness, assignment accuracy, spectral peak picking), or can

further expand and develop methods that avoid pitfalls

from inaccurate peak lists.

Conclusions
We have discussed the overall process of automation in

protein NMR structure determination and highlighted

the problems that the field faces in the near future. The

issue of interchange of data appears to be significant in

efforts to solicit and encourage groups uninvolved in

software development to test and validate different

approaches or combinations of approaches. Furthermore,
uous NOE restraint generation, spin diffusion correction,

e structure calculation, analysis

orsion angle and hydrogen bond restraint generation, NOESY

ment, iterative structure calculation, analysis

assignment, distance matrix calculation

peak analysis, NOESY peak assignment, restraint generation,

e structure calculation

assignment, NOE restraint generation, torsion angle restraints,

e structure calculation

assignment, restraint generation, structure calculation

ility analysis of NOE restraints and simultaneous structure calculation

Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2004, 14:547–553
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the revolution in data collection afforded by the new

GFT and PR methods holds the potential to increase

the accuracy and completeness of assignments. This will

naturally translate into improved automated methods for

picking and assigning NOE spectra. The current status of

automated structure calculation packages is very promis-

ing (Table 1). Progress in dealing with incorrect data

(PASD), and tighter coupling between the spectral

restraint data and structure calculation (AutoProc/Auto-

Assign/AutoStructure and ATNOS/CANDID/RADAR)

highlight the developments and future requirements

for automated structure calculation. Overall, the potential

is indeed bright for the future of automated protein NMR

structure determination.
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